
Oct 1917 –
Communist 
takeover of 

Russia – civil war 
starts

11/11/1918 -
WW1 ends with 
the armistice.

11/08/1920 
Weimar 

Constitution is 
created

6/12/1921 –
Anglo-Irish 
Agreement

1922 -Mussolini 
March on Rome. 
Become fascist 

leader

4 to 12 May 
1926 General 

strike in the UK

24 Oct 1929 –
13 Nov 1929 –
Wall Street 

Crash, starts the 
Great Depression

Sept 1939 WW2 
starts

Europe between the wars
Theme: Concept: Similarity and Difference
Key question: “All the main countries of Europe shared a 
similar experience in the inter-war years”
How far do you agree with this statement?

Lesson 1 – What impact did the Paris Peace conference 
1919-20 have on Europe? Impact of the Treaties of 
Versailles, Saint-Germain-en-Laye,and Trianon on central and 
Eastern Europe

Lesson 2 – Did World War 1 improve the lives of people in 
Britain? Economic, Political and Social Consequences (impacts) 
of the First World on Britain and the attitudes of the public 
to conflict in the future.

Lesson 3 – Did life improve for people in Russia after World 
War One? Impact of Communism on peoples’ economic, 
political, social and attitude towards future conflict in Russia

Lesson 4 – What impact did World War One have on Italy in 
the 1920s and 30s? Impact of the rise of fascism on the 
economic, political, social and attitudes to peace for people in 
Italy

Lesson 5 - What impact did World War One have on 
Germany in the 1920s and 30s? Impact of the rise of fascism
on the economic, political, social and attitudes to peace for 
people in Germany

Lesson 6 - Revision
Knowledge test based on the key learning on the Knowledge 
organiser. Completed via Microsoft forms

Key words

Abyssinia
the country known 
today as Ethiopia

Dictator 
a leader of country who is 

unelected
Prime minister 

person who runs the 
government

Appeasement
allowing people to get 

away with something to 
avoid conflict

Domestic 

service 

working in a house of a rich 
person Reparations

the money that Germany 
had o pay in 

compensation from 
World War 1

Benito 

Mussolini 
the leader of Italy in 

1922-1944
Fascist

a type of politics that 
believes some people are 

better than others and does 
not recognise equality

Revolution a massive change

Civilians
People not involved in 

the fighting
Great 

Depression 

massive decline in world 
trade that cause a lot of 

poverty.
Rhineland

an important industrial 
area of Germany

Combatants
people, countries or 

groups who are involved 
in the fighting

Hyper-

inflation 
where paper money loses its 
value and prices go very high

Tsar Emperor of Russia

Communism
a political ideology that 

believes everyone it 
equal and there should 
be no private property.

Lebensraum living space for Germans Weimar

a small town in Germany 
that was safe for the 
German government in 

the early 1920s
Communist someone who follows 

communism
Marx and 

Engel 
the people who created 

communism
Reich

empire

Constitution
a set of laws which say 
how a country should be 

run
Mein Kampf

a book written by Hitler in 
1925 where he set out all of 

his aims.
Remilitarisation

rebuilding your armed 
forces

You will complete an 
assessment in Lesson 7 based 

on our key question.


